Harley davidson evolution engine diagram

The Evolution engine popularly known as Evo is an air-cooled , degree, V-twin engine
manufactured from by Harley-Davidson for the company's motorcycles. Most analysts consider
the Evolution to be the engine that saved the reorganized Harley-Davidson company from
certain bankruptcy. Harley-Davidson's official name for the engine was likely related to the
company's attempt to reform its image following the management buyout from previous owner
American Machine and Foundry AMF. Both the heads and cylinders of the Evolution engine are
made from aluminum to reduce weight compared to a cast iron design. Air cooling efficiency is
improved as aluminum is a superior thermal conductor to cast iron. The blocky rocker boxes
thus becoming nicknamed "block head" which never caught on , aluminum heads and cylinders
also referred to as "jugs" are the only part of the Evolution engine that can be said to be
essential; the Big Twin and Sportster incarnations of the Evolution are significantly different.
The unit construction of the Harley-Davidson Sportster , which has essentially been unchanged
since its inception as the side-valve cc "K" Model in , was retained with the Evolution engine
upgrade in , resulting in a unique valve train configuration. Unlike almost any other engine in
production today, the Sportster Evolution uses one cam per engine overhead valve , resulting in
four individual, single-lobe, gear-driven camshafts. The cam lobes are thus all located one
behind another, and pushrods are arrayed in pairs front and rear parallel to the cylinder axis as
a result. This allows each lifter and pushrod to deflect from the cam lobes perpendicular to the
lobe plane. This configuration is friendly to radical, high-output cams, making the Sportster
Evolution a natural choice for the once Harley-Davidson owned line of Buell Motorcycle
Company sportbikes from up to late model year. The Sportster Evolution engine has remained
largely unchanged from to the present day, though changes to the transmission, final drive and
motor mounts have necessitated changes to the Sportster Evolution case. A simplified
derivative of the engine was used on the Buell Blast entry-level motorcycle from to The
Sportster engine as used on the Buell Blast was in most ways similar to the one used on
Sportsters, albeit with the rear cylinder removed, along with other concessions to reduce
overall cost and maintenance. While the main case was only slightly modified from the previous
Shovelhead engine, the top end was significantly improved. The cc Evolution utilizes a single,
four-lobe, gear-driven camshaft located just above the crankshaft axis. The Big Twin pushrods
have a distinct helical appearance because the vertical plane formed by each cylinder's rockers
front-to-back is exactly perpendicular to the vertical plane formed by the cam lobes left-to-right.
The need for one lifter and pushrod set to reach all the way out to the most outboard cam lobe
gives rise to the Big Twin's tell-tale offset lifter assemblies, where the forward lifter assembly is
located slightly farther out and rotated to enable the valve gear to make the reach. The Big Twin
has been accompanied by a number of different primary drives and transmissions, both on
production Harley-Davidson motorcycles and in custom applications. The aftermarket selection
of accessories for these closely related systems is wide, as it is for the engine itself. The
Evolution Big Twin motor was, until the introduction of the Twin Cam engine, the last of the line
of single cam, overhead valve motors tracing their lineage back to the seminal Knucklehead
design penned by founder Bill Harley. Harley reverted to a single cam design with the
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out for? I know need a baker but had it when I got the bike and had no issues for 25K. Thanx
Spectro 6 spd platinum Just wondering reliabilaty sp? Did buy the oil filter adapter for
"complete" oil change but wondering about anything else I need to know. Been running Mobil1
Twin cam 20W since Runs great but as she gets older, want to be pro-active instead of re-active.
JBC , Jan 14, Make sure you warm it up until the valve covers are warm to the touch before
taking off on it. That will extend the time until you need to change the base gaskets. If the base
gaskets start leaking one or both , fix that right away or you will have a blown head gasket once
the jugs start moving. TQuentin1 , Jan 14, As TQ said and add that the lower rocker gaskets can

leak also and were updated to a single piece thin metal gasket Brian. As the fine gents said.
With proper warm-up that scoot can take some serious abuse, and the '98 cases are good for
future upgrades as well. Earlier cases - like mine - can crack if bored up for larger cylinders.
That's why I opted for new cases when I wanted more power that resulted in me getting the rest
of the parts for a complete engine, but that's how it goes One more thing; Excessive oil blow-by
should be checked i. Can you tell which one I prefer? Re-reading your post I see that your scoot
has only done 32k miles. My best advise is then: Keep riding it for another 32k miles and don't
worry about it. Then you can start looking for stuff that may need attention As said earlier Evos
are good motors just need warm up time and more frequent oil changes than Twin Cams enjoy
your ride. Jack Klarich , Jan 14, As others have said the EVO engine was very durable Last
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my password is: Forgot your password? Call or Text: The Evolution Evo engine is a V-twin
engine that has been manufactured by Harley-Davidson since for a variety of different
motorcycle models. The engine design is often credited with saving Harley-Davidson from
bankruptcy after the management buyout and subsequent reorganization that the company
went through during the early s. The name "evolution" was likely strategically chosen to
coincide with a rebranding process that redefined Harley's image and helped regain its
dwindling market share. Harley's Japanese competition had "evolved" and it was time to show
their customers that they could, too. The newly designed Evo engine relied on aluminum heads
and cylinders - as opposed to the heavy cast iron parts of the Shovelhead their previous big
bike V-Twin engine and other predecessors, such as the Sportsters' Ironhead engine, led to a
light weight engine with improved air-cooling efficiency. Since aluminum is a much better
thermal conductor than iron, using aluminum also resulted in less wear and tear on head gasket
seals and thus helped to make the engine much more durable than ever. The head gasket seals
on the outdated Shovelhead engine were made of a combination of aluminum and cast iron,
which caused unnecessary stress due to the different expansion rates and chemical properties
of those two metals. This improved durability not only helped reestablish Harley-Davidson as an
authority in the motorcycle industry, but also cut down significantly on their warranty costs. In ,
Harley-Davidson upgraded the Sportster with the newly designed Evo engine, replacing the
Ironhead that had become a staple of the Sportster since its inception. Harley's decision to stick
with the semi-unit construction of previous Sportsters resulted in a distinctly configured valve
train. Unlike most of today's motorcycle engines, the Sportster Evo uses just one cam per each
overhead valve, resulting in four independent gear driven camshafts. This setup results in cam
lobes that are inline with each other, resulting in a parallel pushrod configuration. This design
allows for VERY powerful cams. Lowbrow Customs Sportster with Evo Heads and over sized
cams. Since its inception in , the Sportster Evo engine design has remained relatively
untouched. Harley has updated other parts of the Sportster, most notably the transmission and
motor mounts, resulting in some corresponding engine tweaks along the way. There are few
differences in the construction of the and cc Sportster Evo engines, the main one being a
smaller bore on the cc version. Because of the similarities, many people choose to upgrade
their Sporty with custom Harley parts to cc. Surprisingly, this can often be achieved at a much
lower price than buying the factory cc version. Here is one option:. With this reasonably priced
kit, you can upgrade your Sporty to a with no head modification needed whatsoever. The
pistons weigh exactly the same as your stock pistons, eliminating the need for rebalancing your
flywheels and absolutely no machining is necessary. Installation of this kit takes about the
same amount of time as replacing the stock top end would, but you're guaranteed to have a bit
more fun afterwards. Considering the factory cc Sporty costs over two grand more than its cc
counterpart, it's no surprise that many people buy the and upgrade to the big bore head
themselves. It is hard to imagine a world without Harley-Davidson making motorcycles, but the
truth is the company was very close to going bankrupt in the s. Decisions to cut the workforce
and streamline production resulted in a lower quality product and disgruntled work force that
eventually resulted in a labor strike. After 12 years of mismanagement, the company was sold
back to a group of 13 investors including Willie G. Davidson for a mere 80 million dollars. They
began designing the Evolution engine shortly afterwards, and the rest is history. Reece
Zylstra's Evo chopper from Fuel Cleveland. Longhair's stock Evo Sportster. Tracker Style Evo
Sportster. Alex Fields Evo. Save Save. Contact us - Wishlist Log in Create account. Blog Menu.
Harley Davidson has come along way since their first motorcycle prototype built in Here's a
really cool U. Patent diagram for the Evo motor. Although the Evolution's engine design offered
many advantages compared to previous Harley designs, the most important upgrades improved
reliabilit
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y and durability. After all, a large part of the company's downfall in the 70s had been due to
outdated engine designs. The competition, particularly the Japanese companies, continued to
innovate, creating motorcycles that lasted longer and cost lest to maintain than Harleys at the
time. What little profit Harley-Davidson did manage to make at the time was wasted satisfying a
growing number of warranty claims. Harley Evolution valvetrain with diagram: Purple indicates
crank output, red indicates cams, yellow indicates pushrods, blue indicates rockers, dark green
indicates valves, and light green indicates seats. We have a full Youtube video series showing
how easy it is to convert an to Tyler Malinky. An avid vintage motorcyclist, Tyler builds and
races 's Triumph motorcycles at the Bonneville Salt Flats, in addition to building and riding both
stock and custom Harley-Davidson's on the street. He is also currently building a dual-engine
Triumph land speed race bike for the race season.

